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Agrarian and Forestry Evolution Chemical Evolution Human Evolution
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The humanity began to practice agriculture 10,000 years ago and this practice represented the origin of the first civilizations. In 
those times there is no Scientific knowledge or productive processes like the current ones. The evils come from the deities, 

demos and mystical creatures. But besides, part of the solutions found are by luck, chance and finally, observation. It is in the 
nineteenth century when natural processes that govern the world begin to be understood. From there the chemistry of the alchemy 
are separated, the theory of evolution emerges, also the first major chemical production companies, industrial processes, etc. In these 
beginnings, the products are difficult to obtain, only available those of plant origin, inorganic or heavy metals, derivatives of coal or 
petroleum. But these products have a series of defects or inconveniences that will provide the future evolution of these substances:

- Very toxic

- Little or nothing effective

- Lack of selectivity

- Low availability and High price

As of this initial moment of industrialization of the processes of production of fertilizers, a period of strong product development 
pressure on phytosanitary products begins, focusing on effectiveness, selectivity and toxicity as factors or problems to solve.

There emerged multiple focuses of progress and improvement, with new ideas, new approaches to the use of agrochemicals with 
Integrated Pest Control. This implies setting priorities for use by relegating the chemicals as a last resort to the appearance of 
biological treatments as an alternative, which will be come part of the business of chemical companies or the development of genetic 
engineering applied to the agrarian and forestry sector.

Nowadays, it is essential remark that the use of phytosanitary devices is increasingly suffering from more legal and regulatory 
restrictions that will further forcé their evolution, following the strategies described, even, as can be seen in the current markets with 
increasing frequency and importance of eco-design.
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